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�  Theoretically: A Recommodification of  labor? 

�  Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation  
�  Wolfgang Streeck 

�  Michael Burawoy 

�  Knut Kjeldstadli 
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“The political structure of  this 
country is resting on a sand 

heap, owing to the degradation 
of  labor.”  Testimony before 

the U.S. Congress by a 
member of  the Knights of  

Labor, 1883  



�  Knights of  Labor framed their struggle in terms of  
democracy, arguing that the very foundations of  the 
country at risk because meaningful civic 
participation requires rough equality  

�  Impossible without extension of  democracy to 
industry 

�  In the century and a quarter since the KOL, it has 
become clear that in addition to equality, 
institutions that can counter dominance of  
economic elites are also critical 



Two Futures  
Fantasia and Voss, Hard Work: Remaking the American 
Labor Movement 
� Growth and expansion 

of social movement 
unionism à a new and 
stronger labor 
movement 

�  Faltering of efforts to 
build a new labor 
movement and 
accelerating slide to 
social dystopia 
�  Recommodification 



Pushing toward Dystopia 
� Great Recession 

�  Attack on public sector 
unionism 
�  Aided by resonance of 

view that unions are 
“special interests”  

�  Financialization  



Research for the better 
future 

�  What provides leverage in our era of 
financialization?  
�  And what are effects on traditional sources 

of  workplace power (Pablo Gaston’s work on 
UNITE-HERE; UCLA study 

�  As well as internal life of  unions, 
implications for union democracy?  

�  Cities and Regions where politics of 
inequality are being worked out 
�  New strategic repertories  

�  Accountable development, community 
benefits agreements; evolution of  living 
wage ordinances;  labor + CO coalitions 
critical  (Dorian Warren and Virginia 
Parks “regulation from below”) 

�  More case studies and more systematic 
work (also learn from community unionism 
elsewhere) 

�  Framing 
�  Link with democracy 
�  [Surprising amount of  working-class 

consciousness on the ground] 



 
Conclusion 

�  The stakes are very high… so there’s a lot to do 



Social Movement Unionism  
Fantasia and Voss 

�  Unions as organizational vehicles of  social solidarity rather 
than just a service 

�   use of  corporation’s social network against it (research and 
corporate campaigns) 

�   avoid the NLRB process – card check instead 

�  Social justice unionism – labor connected to broader 
movement for expanded democracy and social citizenship 

�  Continual strategic innovation and experimentation – no 
formula, no predictability 

�  A “movement” which is self-expanding, learns form failures, 
builds on success 


